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DriTac Flooring Products LLC
Primer 3000 is a concentrated, solvent-free acrylic 
primer for use on concrete, wood and lightweight 
underlayment. Self-leveling underlayment and floor 
patches can also be installed over Primer 3000 for 
wood, resilient and carpet tile flooring installations. 
The single-component, quick-drying primer offers 
easy application by broom, sprayer or nap roller, 
the company says.

dritac.com

Delmhorst Instrument Co.
ProScan is Delmhorst’s pinless moisture meter for 
flooring installers and inspectors to determine if 
wood is at equilibrium with its environment. ProScan 
has built-in species correction capability through 
specific gravity adjustment to measure a wide range 
of wood types, making it ideal for wood flooring, the 
company says. 

delmhorst.com

Fortifiber Building Systems 
Group
The Accord sound-rated flooring 
pad maintains comfort underfoot, 
providing an acoustic barrier along with 
dependable moisture vapor protection 
with no detectable VOCs, the company 
says. Its integrated seam seal tape 
makes it easy to install, the company 
adds. It is also a Class I moisture vapor 
barrier over concrete.

fortifi ber.com

Electro Plastics Inc./Step 
Warmfloor 
Step Warmfloor is a low-voltage, self-
regulating, PTC Nano-polymer heating 
system. Its self-regulating properties 
mean the elements act as a floor sensor 
over the whole surface—they cannot 
overheat and can go under all floors, 
including wood. The system can run on 
AC/DC and is extremely energy efficient, 
the company says.

warmfl oor.com

Fidbox LLC
The HMbox monitors the job site 
and substrate pre-installation, and 
the Fidbox (embedded into the floor) 
monitors the product, substrate 
and job site post-installation. These 
pre- and post-installation tech tools 
save the contractor time, money, 
aggravation and possible litigation, 
the company says. The devices create 
reports that can be printed or emailed 
to the flooring manufacturer, builder, 
homeowner or 
whoever has 
interest in the 
data they collect. 

fi dbox.net
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